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DATA SHEET

Code 51702

ASP 702           
MDM Recording 
MDM Recording of ArtemiS SUITE provides the quick and easy step-by-step performing 

of openMDM® measurement tasks. 

ArtemiS SUITE
Signal Processing
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OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES

Performing openMDM® measurement tasks with a Task 
List of the Recorder of  ArtemiS SUITE

Automatic generation of a Recorder Task List from an 
openMDM® XML task file for executing measurement 
tasks

High flexibility in performing the recordings for the single 
Test Conditions

Documentation
 › The openMDM® documentation describing the 

single Test Conditions which are imported with the 
XML task file

 › The Recorder Task List enables the documentation 
to be edited

 › Additional Documentation Templates can be creat-
ed very easily

Requirements: 
 › Recorder      

(APR 040 is required)  
 › Standardized Test Project     

(APR 220 is required) 

APPLICATIONS

 › Automatic generation of  complete openMDM® 
Task Lists containing the measurement tasks, the Test 
Conditions, and the documentation

 › Guided step-by-step execution of the openMDM® 
recordings

ASP 702      
MDM Recording 
Code 51702

MDM Recording enables to easily execute 
 openMDM® measurement tasks with the Recorder of 
ArtemiS SUITE. 

The Task List of the Recorder is especially useful for standardized 
testing when, for example, performing a series of tests according 
to a required quality standard. This facilitates the generation and 
the step-by-step execution of the openMDM® recordings, includ-
ing the respective documentation.
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Process of openMDM® measure ments   

MDM Recording enables to easily perform  openMDM® mea-
surement tasks with the Recorder of ArtemiS SUITE. 

With just one click, users can import an XML task file, which con-
tains the measurement tasks of openMDM®, into the Recorder 
including the respective documentation. The Recorder automat-
ically generates a complete Task List containing the measurement 
tasks, the Test Conditions, and the documentation contained in the 
XML task file.

The Recorder Task List enables the execution of the  openMDM® 
measurements conveniently, while the Recorder Task List displays 
visual feedback of the progress of each Test Condition. 

The documentation for each Test Condition can be edited and 
stored with the performed recordings so that the measurement re-
sults can be used for further openMDM® applications. 

The Recorder Task List offers high flexibility in configuration. If re-
quired, unplanned steps, such as repeated measurements or ad-
justments of the Test Conditions can also be carried out.

Using the clearly structured Recorder Task List, users can control the progress of 
their measurements.

Required: 

 › APR 000   Framework (Code 50000)
 › APR 040   Recorder (Code 50040)
 › APR 220   Standardized Test Project   

(Code 50220)
openMDM is a registered trademark of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc.


